The
Values Based
Leadership
Specialist

The Powerful A dvAnTAge of vAlues . . .
Honesty, dependability, work ethic and conflict resolution can be taught when they are valued and modeled.
As a Value Based Leadership Specialist , I have been trained to empower your organization. I can help you
create lasting change through our time tested model for cultural transformation. Together, we will focus on moving
intentions into specific actions.

Business is all about employee development.

Your PeoPle Are The Answer
All companies hire people. Some new hires fail, some become solid performers,
and a few excel. The companies with the most successful employees are those
who have very intentional hiring processes.
Each potential employee comes to you with a set of preexisting characteristics
which may or may not align with your organization’s values. The best employees
are those who exhibit the desired behaviors of the organization in addition
to having a strong skill set. Within 4 weeks all your employees will begin to
experience your value system and align it with their own.

so Much More ThAn MoTivATion!
Strong resumes and impressive backgrounds are not always the answer. Employees and leaders
must be a cultural fit.
Sometimes a less qualified candidate might become a better hire than a more skilled candidate who is
less of a cultural fit:
1. It is more expensive to hire someone you will eventually have to replace.
2. An improper fit can cause frustration, disillusionment, and loss of momentum among other employees.
3. Training new skills can be difficult, but developing a new attitude and training new behaviors is a
much bigger challenge.

our
Mission

“Our Mission is to take your corporate values off of the
wall and put them into the hearts and minds of people!”

Th e 3 r’s ou r eng A g e Me n T Mod e l
The 3 R’s have provided a simple, sustainable system that can demonstrate
continuous improvement on a weekly basis.

ROUNDTABLE

REINFORCEMENT

“Small, measurable action steps… little by little.”
Our comprehensive approach involves all levels of an
organization to develop an aligned culture. As a
Specialist, I train and certify designated employees to
become facilitators who will conduct weekly RoundTables
which unleash dormant desires, motivations, and
attitudes. This propels your employees to think differently,
act differently, and become difference makers. I will also
communicate fundamental business concepts and share
real-world examples.

We have some excellent materials for reinforcing the
character trait your group is focusing on for the week.
These materials include inspirational posters, attitude
challenge bracelets, High Five™ promotion posters,
Pareto Planner Booklets, break room flyer templates that
leave space for your own inner-company promotions,
and methods for incorporating character into reviews and
disciplinary actions.

RECOGNITION
A highlight for us is the materials used for recognition. We can provide you with
customized copier ready Character Certificate templates, High Five™ Certificate
templates, and High Five™ stickers.

40 CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS
40 CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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“Most Companies hire for
competency and fire for character.”

We go beyond the typical consulting assessment process to gain a deeper understanding of your
organization so we can make a real impact. Let us come in and perform an Alignment Interview. We
have a tool that is known as VBL 360 that can assess the climate of your organization. This is crucial
in the methodology of Values Based Leadership. This tool will identify 3 core strengths and uncover
2 constraints that must be aligned for exponential growth. All people possess a personal value system.
When their values are aligned with your values, the temperature will change, creativity can flourish, and
the speed of progression will increase.

T

he goal is to sustain your transformation
for the long-term, so it’s critical to take the
desired skills and behaviors and make them part
of your culture by operationalizing them day-in-andday-out. As Values Based Leadership Specialists
we guide your continuous improvement efforts by
providing toolkits, conducting reassessments, and
delivering values-based training to ensure the
momentum is sustained over time.

Let us demonstrate our methodology

For further inquiries and to
receive your free VBL 360
survey, please contact :
Jan Robberts
+27(0)79 823 4739
Arthie Moore
+27(0)72 439 4220

